Motivated by a wide variety of examples, I wish to consider the following general situation.
Throughout this paper A will be a normed linear space, not necessarily complete, and j?~ will be a locally convex Hausdorff topology on A which is weaker (coarser) than the norm topology. Say that Fatou's lemma holds for A relative tô~ if whenever a β -+a in ^7 it follows that \\a\\ ^ lim r inf^r \\a β \\. It is usually easier to apply the equivalent condition stated in the following proposition.
Proof. => is obvious, since sup ^ lim inf. For^=, let a β -+a in be given. We may assume lim r inf^r \\a β || = L < oo, for otherwise there is nothing to prove. Fix ε > 0. Given 7, 3/3^7 with \\<iβ II ^ L + ε. Write this β as β(i) and we obtain a βir) -+a with sup r II a β{r) II ^ L + ε. By hypothesis, then || a || ^ L + ε. Now let ε -* 0.
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It may be instructive to examine a few examples.
with each I?,-measurable and U-E'i = [0, 1], the topology J7~ of uniform convergence on every E β is locally convex and Hausdorff.
EgorofPs theorem shows that if measurable f n -*f pointwise, then f n ->f in ^~ for some such ^7 In this manner the classical Fatou's lemma becomes a special case of the definition above.
Let
, ||/|| = sup |/1 + sup|/'|, and jr" be the topology of pointwise convergence. To verify Fatou's lemma, suppose In discussing the general situation let us use X* for the space of all continuous linear mappings of a topological vector space X into the scalar field. Observe that (A, J^~)* gi*.
If X is a normed linear space, let U(X) be the unit ball of X.
These are equivalent. If the sup is co r we are done. Let the sup be K< oo. Since A is reflexive, the ball of radius K in A is compact in the weak topology induced by A* and hence is compact in the topology induced by (A, J7~Y S A*. This means that a 1 exists in A with ]| a L \\ g K and a subnet exists with φ(a ϊiβ) ) y φ{a x ) for every φe(A, ^~)*. Since α r(^α0 in ^7 φ(α r(/ϊ) ) y φ(α 0 ) for every 9 6(A,^)*. This implies that α 0 = #i, since j^" is locally convex and Hausdorff, and we are done
In a similar manner we obtain the following.
THEOREM 3. If A is the dual of a normed linear space and ^Γ is comparable to the weak-""-topology on A, then Fatou's lemma holds for A relative to ά7~.
THEOREM 4. Let A be any normed linear space which is not reflexive. Then there is a locally convex Hausdorff topology ^ on A, weaker than the norm topology, so that Fatou's lemma fails for A relative to
Proof. Let<£>eA*, φ Φ 0, and put B^kerφ.
B is a closed subspace of A and A is isomorphic with 5φC; hence, B is not reflexive. This means that when we view A g A** in the natural way, B is not closed in the A*-topology. We can choose a β e B and aeA**-B so that )]α^|| = 1 and a β~~> a in the topology induced by A*. Since φ = 0 on J5, it follows that φ(a) = 0, and since aeBwe see that a£ A.
Let A' be the span of B and a. For any a o eA-B, the mapping between A' and A given by b + λα <=* b + λα Q is a vector space isomorphism which is bicontinuous in the norm. Use this mapping to transfer the A*-induced topology of A! over onto A, where we obtain a locally convex Hausdorff topology S" weaker than the norm topology. Since a β -> α 0 in ^ the proof is completed by selecting a 0 to have norm 2, for example. REMARK, By a slight modification of the method of proof one can obtain ^ so that each element of a sequence α w , ||α Λ || = n, will be the ^"-limit of elements of norm fg 1. Then it will be impossible to give A an equivalent norm which accommodates J7~ in Fatou's lemma.
The failure of Fatou's lemma for an abstract linear space is not surprising. However, it is somewhat unexpected for A a subalgebra of C(X) when ^ is uniform convergence on X.
Recall that any semi-simple commutative Banach algebra A may be regarded, via the Gelfand transform, as a subalgebra of C(J), A the maximal ideal space of A, and || / || ^ sup, |/|. Observe that ||[ x ||| ^ 1 ==> 1/2 x e C=> p{x) ^ 2 and The theorem is proved with / = eJ2 and f n = eJ2 + 4e % /2\
